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Girls have no hobbies at all?
August 12, 2019 | 59 upvotes | by lyniaa

Hey, i just asked a girl im dating since few weeks what she likes to do, her hobbies ...
She replied netflix, starbucks, instagram, traveling she basically goes to spain 1 week per year in spain in
a tourist hotel full of english people, and she also likes gym ... i went to the gym with her, she doesnt lift
at all, she just run on treadmill on the slowest mode for 30 minutes while checking her insta, she then told
me if i want to go to mcdonalds ...
Why most girls have no hobbies ? Its just like my ex gf, she spend all her time on netflix or phone liking
stupid shit on instagram and twitter
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Comments

ThreeEyez • 112 points • 12 August, 2019 02:42 AM 

It’s not just girls. It’s a lot of people and the age we live in.

TheJellyFishLiedToMe • 17 points • 12 August, 2019 02:09 PM 

Fucking losers smh

E9er • 3 points • 12 August, 2019 03:33 PM 

can you explain? we’ve been conditioned to be soo soo lazy and comfortable that doing anything else is
too much... i blame the phone as much as people mock and reject. the phone made the human lazy
regardless of its other benefits...

AdeHMar • 8 points • 12 August, 2019 03:58 PM 

The only shit people talk about now is marvel movies, something they saw on netflix and how much
weed they smoked last weekend.

Fucking annoying losers.

TheJellyFishLiedToMe • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 09:57 PM 

Lmao I've definitely been guilty of that but I agree if that's all someone ever does.

AdeHMar • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 10:24 PM 

We've all been. But at least some of us change.

TheJellyFishLiedToMe • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 09:56 PM 

I blame the phone too and I definitely got sucked into it as well. I'm working on changing that.
There's just so much other shit people can be doing that makes them actually interesting. What makes
you special or any different from anyone else when all you do is consume shit made by other people
who had goals and hobbies?

youcancallmedada • 59 points • 12 August, 2019 02:48 AM 

It’s easy to have no hobbies as a dude, it’s even easier as a bitch since you don’t really have to be interesting,
and have less natural drive/need to achieve things.

NeverLace • 50 points • 12 August, 2019 10:55 AM 

Do you read on the main subreddit? User u/CainPrice wrote this on there 2 weeks ago.

Summary: Women live boring lives. Work, sleep, food, drink, internet, music, TV, and dating. That’s it. When
you’re on a date and the woman seems boring because she’s waiting expectantly for you to say or do something
that entertains her, that’s not because she’s boring. It’s because she’s bored. The root cause of women’s
problems is that they’re bored and don’t know how to entertain themselves. They get on Tinder because they’re
bored. They have casual sex because they’re bored. They go on dates with guys they’re not even interested in
because they’re bored. If you can fix a woman’s boredom for a little bit, you’re in.
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Men who frequently date often complain that the women they meet are boring. This doesn’t stop us from having
sex with them, of course, but it does irritate some of us. Because when a woman is boring, the man feels like he
has to carry the entire conversation and put on a dancing monkey act to entertain her, all for a chance at sex. If
you’re the kind of man who gets laid often, this probably doesn’t seem that bad to you. After all, what’s a few
drinks and talking with some girl from the internet for an hour before you go home to fuck? The kind of men
who don’t get laid or get laid less often tend to complain about this more.

The root cause of this issue isn’t that women are boring, per se, but that women are bored.

Most men have hobbies. The average guy does stuff, whether he’s into fitness, cars, cooking, brewing beer, or
whatever else floats his boat. Even lame, nerdy guys with weird couch potato hobbies that barely count as
hobbies throw themselves into those activities with a passion. There are guys who can spout off baseball stats for
hours and talk your ear off about the football teams for colleges they never went to, and nobody they know ever
went to. There are guys who will talk for hours about their online roleplaying game character or play video
games for eight hours straight. Even when our hobbies are shitty, men are passionate about them.

Women aren’t like this. They don’t have hobbies. The day of an average woman who has a job and an apartment
involves working, eating, and sleeping. The high points of her day are what restaurant she stops at or orders from
after work, who she talks to during her lunch break, and maybe watching TV, fucking around on the internet, or
browsing on Tinder/Bumble during the evening. If she’s actively dating, maybe she meets a guy for drinks after
work. If she’s close with her friends or coworkers, maybe she meets some of them for drinks after work. She
pretty much lives for the weekend, where her activities consist of eating at restaurants, drinking at bars, dancing
at clubs, listening to music, and watching television. Eat, drink, consume media, and sometimes hang with
friends who are doing the same things. This is the life of a woman.

Can you imagine if all you did was work, sleep, eat, and go out for food and drinks on the weekend and maybe
hope you met a girl? How cripplingly bored you would be? How you would never have anything to talk about
and how empty your life would feel?

Women aren’t much different. Women are bored, and they have no idea how to entertain themselves. They are
dependent on consumption to be entertained. Constantly consuming food, drink, and media. This is why your
government panders to women, by the way. Happy women consume shit. It’s good for the economy. Happy men
save money and retire early. That’s less good for the economy. Countries prosper more when you’re unhappy
and spend your time trying to make women happy, usually by buying shit.

When you meet a woman for a first date, she’s not just boring. She is bored. She is looking to you to entertain
her, because without you, all she does is work, sleep, eat, drink, and consume media. She doesn’t have any
hobbies. Going on dates with guys like you is her hobby. This is what she does for entertainment.

When a girl you match on Tinder tells you “I just got on Tinder because I was bored”, she’s not lying to cover
up her sluttiness. She’s telling you the truth. She was bored, so she got on Tinder. She browses pictures of guys
because she’s bored. She has casual sex because she’s bored. She goes on dates with guys, even guys she’s
maybe not that interested in, because she’s bored.

And on those dates, she stares at you and waits for you to entertain her.

Some internet guys get very angry about this. Usually guys who can’t get laid. They stamp their feet and scream
that women aren’t worth it, and that no man should put any effort into entertaining women in exchange for sex.

But look at this from the other side. Women are bored. All they do is drink and consume media. Their life is
literally empty without you. How hard is it to be a little interesting, a little fun, and a little entertaining when
you’re sitting next to some bored chick whose only hobbies are listening to music and watching Netflix?

She is a blank slate. This is your opportunity to lead the conversation, to show a woman a good time when she is
blitheringly bored and down for anything, and to literally get laid for having fun.
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Remember, women are bored. When you see a girl in line at a coffee shop fucking around on her cell phone, this
is not an important message from overseas. She’s not closing a major business deal. She’s just bored and fucking
around. You walking up to her may be the most interesting thing that happens to her today. Even if you fuck it
up and she laughs at you, you still may be the most interesting part of her day. How cool is that? By taking life
by the reins and actually living it, you can be the most interesting part of any woman’s day.

Look decent, recognize when a woman is bored, and fix that for her, and getting laid is easy.

TheHyperHuman • 19 points • 12 August, 2019 02:54 PM 

Too long, but did read.

PickUpScientist • 7 points • 12 August, 2019 04:35 PM 

i think he pasted it 3 times by mistake

[deleted] • 10 points • 12 August, 2019 03:32 PM 

The singing dancing monkey bit I disagree with, I think they ACTUALLY just want a alpha male to call
them on their bullshit, and fuck them properly.

The monkey dance thing expectation is to help weed out some of the lesser men

_sausagemahoney • -4 points • 12 August, 2019 04:33 PM 

What the fuck? Dude, I'm never fucking bored and you can be sure that I've got dozens of hobbies to keep
my self away from you soon to be murderers.

Pascolino 1 points 12 August, 2019 06:45 PM* [recovered]  

To be fair most men are super boring too. You might feel you are different and have depth and I don't
know you so I can't comment on your personal value.

But that's why we're so successful with women. We offer substance and excitement, physical prowess
and great sex. That's the dating /fucking strategy we adopted, and it's hard work. No flabby couch
potatoes with video-game and weed smoking addictions who jerk off three times a day to porn but can't
get it hard for real-life girls here. That's the philosophy and it's awesome.

_sausagemahoney • 3 points • 12 August, 2019 06:48 PM 

Okay, well, I like the self improvement aspect, I'm glad you guys are taking care of yourselves and
have a good attitude about your self worth. I just hope that you have that same respect and have that
same awareness of other people's worth. Also, it's good to have balance. My boyfriend is both very
active, attractive, and exciting for me and he and I are very physical, but we also spend lots of time
gettin riiiiipped and playing Mario Kart.

Pascolino 1 points 12 August, 2019 07:14 PM* [recovered]  

I used to do that too. For 20 years I was a stoner gamer but now I'm passionate about other things
and found a whole new world to explore.

_sausagemahoney • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 07:19 PM 

You can be both, is kind of my point. I'm an entrepreneur, I'm an artist, I'm a baker, I'm a
gamer, I'm a stoner, I'm a tailor, I'm a book reader, I'm a movie buff, I'm a hiker, I make
nature journals, doot doo dee doo da loo
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_sausagemahoney • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 06:49 PM 

If I didn't have depth, I think I would be dead, brah. What would I have to live for if not my passions
and goals?

Granite_Pill 1 points 12 August, 2019 10:03 AM* [recovered]  

Most men don't have any hobbies either. I notice most men's only hobbies are passive consumerism: video
games, movies, TV shows, sports broadcasting, cannabis.

Besides all the casual musicians, I only know a few people with actual hobbies. Everyone else only watches TV
and plays video games.

lifeisweirdasfuck • 4 points • 12 August, 2019 01:39 PM 

Yeah it's even funny to call these activities "hobbies".

Some people really call Netflix an hobby. Pathetic.

askmrcia • 3 points • 12 August, 2019 05:45 PM 

Most men don't have any hobbies either. I notice most men's only hobbies are passive consumerism:
video games, movies, TV shows, sports broadcasting, buying things, and cannabis.

I bet that's 80% of the guys on this sub. Hell maybe on this entire website. Oh yea, they lift just so they can't
get women's attention.

You're absolutely right though. Most people are boring. I think the only real difference between men and
women on this subject is that men don't care if they are boring.

Women on the other hand try and give this perception that they are the most interesting person on the planet
when in fact their hobbies are nothing more than being a tourist while on vacation or going to xyz bars on
weekends.

Project_Zero_Betas • 2 points • 13 August, 2019 01:07 AM 

I think the only real difference between men and women on this subject is that men don't care if they
are boring.

Nailed it.

kaolin224 • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 03:12 PM 

The passive consumerism thing is a plague, but tons of men are all about it - and maybe it's how we are.

We like to collect things and most hobbies involve it to some extent. It depends on your income. Some dudes
like collecting Funko Pop figures, others Transformers, or Anime, vinyl records, etc. Jay Leno's hobby is
collecting classic cars.

Nightwingx7 • 26 points • 12 August, 2019 02:49 AM 

Because the majority of them don’t have goals except getting a high smv male lol and having a family or riding
the carousel. That’s why they enter your frame; they literally take on the mould of their partner and shape their
interests after their past alpha partners or present ones. Legit all the girls I’ve plated just go out with their friends
and do stupid shit or do things with me based on what I want to do. Any of their suggestions are shit they learned
to do from previous partners. I’ve dated very few girls with actual aspirations outside of the mainstream
generalized shit like starting a family and going to school. Some of them had hobbies based on activities they did
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in high school, but rarely do they have actual interests to further themselves or develop a new skill based on self
developed conceptualized goals oriented around progressing a weakness or deficiency; why need to when
you’ve got hundred of orbiters that will do anything for you or give you whatever you want?

They literally don’t know what they want. They just do whatever feels good and think about the consequences
later; and even then they don’t rationalize or think about it in a logical manner. They spin and spin until it
validates a reason for why it isn’t their fault or necessarily a bad play.

Jabbermouth • 1 point • 13 August, 2019 01:48 AM 

hey literally take on the mould of their partner and shape their interests after their past alpha partners or
present ones.

This is all fax, no printer. If you have an LTR that’s boring af, you are likely boring af. Women need an
exciting man because their lives are boring. Be exciting.

If there’s one piece of advice I could give to the young guys coming up it would be: dont be fucking
boring.

SamVimesFucksDimes • 9 points • 12 August, 2019 08:04 AM 

A lot of men have goals and hobbies because of our drive to compete, create, achieve.

And still a lot of dudes do fuck all besides vidya and netflix.

Girls have it even harder. Most girls don't have a lot of hobbies. Activities maybe.

SamVimesFucksDimes • 3 points • 12 August, 2019 08:06 AM 

Most girl "hobbies" are things like makeup and clothes, I find. But sometimes you meet an artsy girl or an
outdoorsy climber girl. They exist, it's just not a default.

aWorldBornDead • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 04:29 PM 

Mine is artsy and musical (not as musical as me but enough we have something extra in common). She
makes things for me occasionally and buys me gifts. Reading this thread made me re-appreciate that

kaolin224 • 7 points • 12 August, 2019 03:03 PM 

Be careful what you wish for, because the opposite isn't always good, either.

Where I live, there are lots of women who make a great living and have real hobbies - backpacking, scuba
diving, traveling, riding motorcycles, foodie crawls, etc which are awesome but are very expensive to you in
terms of money and time if you're not already into that kind of thing.

If she likes to dive and you're afraid of the ocean, you probably won't be a good match. It's good to have separate
hobbies but she's going to do her thing and you'll have trouble keeping up if you're a noob. Also there's going to
be a chance she meets guys also into that hobby, so that's added competition for you.

And vice versa is true. I like to hunt, fish, camp, shoot my bow, study mma, and it's hard to balance letting them
be part of my world because I have to slow things down to the detriment of my own enjoyment. It's also a
liability because now I have to babysit.

I dated a girl recently that really, really wanted to go hunting with me. She was fine with the shooting and
camping, but the off the trail hiking crushed her. She complained about the misery nonstop and we had to keep
stopping. If she got hurt I'd have to haul her ass off the mountain. I dumped her a week later because that
shitshow wasted vacation days I'd been waiting for.

Finally, there are good and bad hobbies, or rather "good" ones and "better" ones. It all boils down to her
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intentions for doing them.

The ones mentioned above are great, but does she ride motorcycles because she really likes bikes, or does she
like the danger? Does she like fitness pole dancing for the challenge, or does she like the attention? Don't forget
that if her hobbies have performances, you'll be expected to take time to attend. There goes your Saturday.

Personally, I like when a girl has hobbies. It keeps them busy when I want them out of my hair so I can chill and
play games for a few hours.

askmrcia • 3 points • 12 August, 2019 05:55 PM 

Love your comment because of the different perspective on it.

I usually like dating athletes. The downside is when they want me to go watch their volleyball tournament in
xyz city. Thus I'm wasting my vacation time.

Another thing is the money that can go into these activities. Girls who like to hike (I mean real hiking not
your city metro park), scuba diving, skiing, ect..

Shit is expensive and depending on the girl they may want you taking on some of those expenses.

So it's a grass is always greener. With that said, I'll take a woman who has hobbies any day over the ones
who just drink on weekends.

agree-with-you • 3 points • 12 August, 2019 05:55 PM 

I love you both

kaolin224 • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 07:00 PM 

Yep, that's exactly what I'm talking about.

If she walks into an REI and the staff know her on a first name basis, prepare your anus for how much
you're going to spend that day for the basic gear.

The boots I use to go hunting with are waterproof, have great ankle support, and are built like tanks.

They also cost over $200.

Skimp on gear, your tent, your clothes and you're in for a Herculean trial of pain.

A girl I dated wanted me to go scuba diving with her. The fins, vest, and snorkel was almost $400.

TheFlyingPro • 5 points • 12 August, 2019 07:25 AM 

Yeah, they also spend tons of time on make-up, cosmetic bullshit and the likes

SouthernProcess • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 10:24 PM 

Why is it bullshit that they spend a ton of money trying to look sexy for us

TheFlyingPro • 1 point • 13 August, 2019 06:24 AM 

Wrong.

The most detailed aspects of female grooming are so minimal that men cannot even perceive them. They
are just noticed by other women and thus determine the female hierarchy. But from a man’s perspective
I’d say useless is an appropriate word.

Just another aspect of women’s solipsism.

SoulRedemption • 6 points • 12 August, 2019 12:36 PM 
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You will find both guys and girls who have no hobbies. But you will akso find guys and girls who do have actual
hobbies.

[deleted] • 6 points • 12 August, 2019 02:12 PM 

Because you give her hobbies. The hobbies she has are the ones you have.

E9er • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 03:37 PM 

too much time together builds resentment eventually. you help her discover herself and her interest so she
can develop some hobbies would be a better solution.

[deleted] • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 03:42 PM 

That's a very clever reply and makes a lot of sense, the only thing is, you're missing something very
important: there is no her before you, and there is no her after, atleast not the same her. For better or
worse, for the most part, women do not have personalities like men, they do not have hobbies or interests
and selves to discover. The only self they discover is the self they discover with you. While man's
greatest triumph is conquering nature and himself, a woman's greatest triumph, will always be,
conquering relationships, conquering the commitment of man. The her that is her is only the her she
derives from you, at all times, her near complete existence defined by you

FaP_caesar • 6 points • 12 August, 2019 02:39 PM 

How is Starbucks considered a hobby.

E9er • 5 points • 12 August, 2019 03:39 PM 

talking to the people in line. choosing what to get from all the options. making sure your name is spelt right
in the cup.. it’s a demanding hobby... haha nah jk but it’s funny.

DAOcomment2 • 6 points • 12 August, 2019 02:51 PM 

The distribution of bums vs productive people is a bell curve for both men and women, with most people in the
middle doing just enough to exist and not much more. A minority of men and women lead productive and
interesting lives.

Psychological studies about gender differences between newborn male and female babies have also provided
evidence that, based on gaze, males are more predisposed to fixate on things in the environment, whereas
females are more likely to fixate on faces. Males are thing-focused, females are people-focused.

This means that when women take an intense interest in relationships, this is not going to be recognized by men
as an interesting hobby, because for men, an interesting hobby needs to be about some interesting impersonal
thing. But for some women their passion is relationships and finding emotional stimulation i.e. fun.

PickUpScientist • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 04:41 PM 

get the fuck out of here with your rational well thought out response. women are blanks end of story.

Distractingyou • 1 point • 13 August, 2019 04:56 PM 

His post doesn't negate the fact they are shallow vessels everyone has dramas that doesn't mean your
entire life should be based around that

Distractingyou • 11 points • 12 August, 2019 08:46 AM* 

Girls hobbys all revolve around Chad (makeup, fashion, nails..) or Finding Chad (social media, drinking and
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partying). It feels pointless but well that's why a girl who have more hobbys are rare commodities.

A Girls happiest life is she has Chad's kids with Billy's wallet. Best escenarios of both worlds

E9er • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 03:35 PM 

EXACTLY!! she wants to fuck the chad so the nice guy can raise the kids. while she’s still chasing another
chad

[deleted] • 7 points • 12 August, 2019 08:30 AM 

Time to look for those "creative type" girls, because regular girls only know how to suck dick and browse social
media.

[deleted] • 15 points • 12 August, 2019 11:15 AM 

I got bad news for ya dude

vondoom900 • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 11:32 AM 

Blokes have hobbies they've just been minimised in the fem bs era. You pimp your car out = hobbie. You play
games = hobbie. You like DIY = hobbie. Etc etc They're only not hobbies when they're attached to a low smv
dude in women's eyes. That's the problem here.

Female hobbies generally consist of Facebook and bitching i.e. none productive.

DownyGall • 7 points • 12 August, 2019 02:35 PM 

There was once a day when a stamp collector could have a wife and kids

Thinkingard • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 01:36 PM 

Who cares? Have you ever had a dude drone on about something you didn’t care about? The only reason why I
would want someone I was with to have a hobby is if they get clingy and don’t let me enjoy my own.

For better or worse I think most young women are always thinking and talking about their feelings with each
other. The few times I’ve seen conversations from FB or text it’s all about feelings or relationships. It also
showed me they only care about Chads nothin else.

hazelstein • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 03:53 PM 

People have forgotten the difference between hobbies and interests. A guy has a great post about in TheRedPill
sub.
Anyways, can anyone tell me a few hobbies (adventurous and outgoing) that require little or no money? I am
saving money.

Cametotherightplace • 1 point • 13 August, 2019 08:22 AM 

What hobbies do you want her to have? It appears shes willing to do some walking/running to stay in shape.
Shes willing to add you on social media. Come over to fuck and watch netflix. Get Starbucks with you and
immerse herself in a basic vacation. Find yourself 2 or 3 more of these girls and spin. A lot of girls are basic and
will follow your lead.

[deleted] • 1 point • 13 August, 2019 07:40 PM 

I'm glad I have hobbies I can do on my own, most people are boring nowadays imo.

blacwidonsfw • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 08:38 AM 
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Wow

Hemingwinehouse 1 points 12 August, 2019 11:21 AM [recovered]  

Define hobbies. Gym, videogames, netflix, surfing internet are hobbies, and the most common between men and
women. Having a different hobby such as playing music, painting, wood carving, or whatever won't help you
being interesting. It might be fun for you but high chance to be boring for anybody listening.

FaP_caesar • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 02:58 PM 

Playin music wont help being interesting but playin computergames will ? I seriously doubt that

Hemingwinehouse 1 points 12 August, 2019 08:36 PM [recovered]  

If you hang out with a girl who plays games, yes. But never said that games make you interesting, i said
most of hobbies don't make you interesting. If you got an idea of an interesting hobby to listen to go
ahead and tell me, but i think few are if the other person is not involved in that specific hobby at all.

FaP_caesar • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 08:43 PM 

fair enough.

my experience is that bitchs go crazy for a man who can play guitar.

THE_ANGRY_SHARTER • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 02:50 PM 

Why most girls have no hobbies ? Its just like my ex gf, she spend all her time on netflix or phone liking stupid
shit on instagram and twitter

So what would you consider "a hobby"? I'm genuinely curious. If the above don't meet your definition of a
hobby, what are 5 things a girl could say, which you would consider "a legitimate hobby"?

misiepatysie • 1 point • 12 August, 2019 04:06 PM 

Girls I know have hobbies. Pen&Paper RPG, hiking, motorcycles, painting, playing an instrument, learning
languages, baking, cooking, video games, boardgames, sewing, crochet making. You name it. Apparently you
guys just are attracts to the boring girls. If you meet a chick in the Club her hobbies will be clubbing and
instagram. What else do you expect?

EarthAngelll • -2 points • 12 August, 2019 11:45 AM* 

Girl here. My hobbies include architecture, painting, embroidery, gardening, pottery, fashion, decorating my
OWN apt and concerts.

I haven’t been on a date in two month. But that is bc I’ve had my family visiting for the last two months.

I hate Instagram it makes me feel like #selfconcious lots of girls have hobbies around their looks bc guys don’t
date ugly chicks.

_Ulan_ • 3 points • 12 August, 2019 02:50 PM 

Digging deep in reddit's manosphere is now another one of your hobbies. Careful around here, you might end
up lifting weights and spinning plates like there is no tomorrow

ChubbbyLover39 • 2 points • 12 August, 2019 03:13 PM 

Your hobby is architecture? What does that even mean? You design buildings in your spare time? Most
women who say they have hobbies like the ones you listed tried it one time and quit halfway through but
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now it’s on a list of things they do.

EarthAngelll • 3 points • 12 August, 2019 06:40 PM 

I am on a preservation board in my city that helps register buildings as historical. The purpose is so they
won’t get knocked down.

I also take architecture tours.

DAOcomment2 • 2 points • 13 August, 2019 07:54 AM 

She clearly has interests in things that aren't totally retarded. Whether she is Maya Lin or not is beside the
point. A dude who is an enthusiastic student of architecture has a hobby even if he isn't Frank Lloyd
Wright. Learning about and appreciating a subject is a hobby.

Distractingyou • 1 point • 13 August, 2019 04:53 PM 

Fashion sounds so fucking stereotypical

EarthAngelll • 1 point • 14 August, 2019 12:00 AM 

I dress well bitch

_sausagemahoney • -1 points • 12 August, 2019 04:35 PM 

Ever think that you losers reach for the bottom of the barrel because you aim for the same type of fucking girl?
There are other types of fucking chick you losers. Stop generalizing people the way peopld generalize you
creeps. You fucking hypocrites. You're so fucking predictable, you're so easy to read, you're so easy to fuck
with. You aren't superior to the fucking "femoids", you're fucking losers like the rest of the world. We're ALL
pathetic and SAD, grow up!

EarthAngelll • 0 points • 12 August, 2019 03:02 PM 

Lmbo

WaltDFaulkens • -1 points • 12 August, 2019 07:18 AM 

Perhaps it’s not the historical norm to have a hobby. I imagine hunters and gatherers didn’t do much aside from
survive, fuck, and socialize. Building ships in a bottle doesn’t really do much for you or anyone else.
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